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TubeOhm PURE-Pten Torrent Download offers you an advanced feature set for sound design
purposes. It is a 100% re-designed version of TubeOhm and offers you a lot of sound and wavetable
possibilities. For use with the Otari M-Audio PURE USB Keyboard, no additional hardware is
required. Every product on Audiofanzine.co.uk is available at the world's leading dealers and
importers of pro audio gear. We will beat any price we give you for the same product. We will beat
any price we give you for the same product, all of the time! M-Audio URE3 Rack Audio Interface
£1138.00 Description Specifications Payment Options The M-Audio URE3 Rack Audio Interface is a
compact yet powerful 32-bit PCI audio interface that is equipped with a trio of audio cards to handle
the most demanding of audio applications. The URE3's onboard audio codecs include the ubiquitous
ADAT (7,8,16 bit), TDIF (32, 48, 64, 96 bit) and ASIO (PCM and ASIO) interfaces and is capable of
handling both synchronous and asynchronous streams. The audio interface also includes a high
speed microphone/line input, optical audio input, and digital coaxial and optical outputs for
maximum flexibility. Dual Local and Remote Memory allows the URE3 to play multiple streams at
once and keep them all in memory, allowing for seamless and quick switching between streams in
playback and recording. The URE3 also has a single mono microphone input that has a single line
level output for monitoring. The onboard headphone output can drive headphones of up to 15-watts
and is interchangeable between balanced and unbalanced. The A-D converter is a 3-channel, 24-bit,
384 kHz/24-bit resolution. The M-Audio URE3 Rack Audio Interface comes in a neat 3-rack rack case
with the URE3 itself, a pair of rack-mount, dual sub-mixing control knobs and a full set of front panel
controls and meters. Every product on Audiofanzine.co.uk is available at the world's leading dealers
and importers of pro audio gear. We will beat any price we give you for the same product. We will
beat any price we give you for the same product, all of the time! Sost

TubeOhm PURE-Pten

The TubeOhm PURE-Pten is a powerful audio synthesizer plugin that contains a large soundbank
and enables you to fine-tune the output using a large number of parameters. The plugin offers a
large number of adjustment knobs which you can use to sculpt the oscillator output. It also features
two modulation matrixes that you can use to add various effects. Features: - 19 oscillator types - 19
source types - 49 filters - 6 modulation matrixes - A large soundbank (4 GB) - Ability to fine-tune the
output using a large number of parameters. - 44 exciter types - 7 unison types - 8 Chorus types - 6
harmonizer types - 5 delay types - A randomizer - 2 feedback types - Delay / reverb - 5 metering
types - Versatile effects: digital chorus, phase, delay, reverb, distortion, EQ, noise, low pass filter,
high pass filter - Knobs: *Output: level, volume, eq *Delay: feedback, delay time, feedback type,
delay time *Delay / reverb: damping, reverb time, feedback level, reverb level, reverb time *Chorus:
chorus type, chorus time, chorus width, feedback level, feedback type, feedback time *Purity: feed
back level, feedback type, feedback time, delay level, delay type *Harmonic: harmony type, harmony
time, harmony width, harmony level, synergy type, synergy time *Randomizer: sound source, source
amount, sound source offset, sound source length, panning, randomization type, randomization
period, amount of randomization *Oscillator: sweep type, sweep speed, waveform, octave, oscillator
sound, oscillator frequency *Unison: unison type, unison time, unison width, unison amount, unison



phase, sync, dissonance *Contour: contour level, contour frequency, volume *Amplifier: gain, sweep
gain, sweep speed, modulation level, modulation type, sweep modulation *Master: spread, panning,
tone, lead, phase, filter amount, filter type, frequency modulation, gain, panning *Program: panning,
gain, pitch, sustain, release, vibrato, waveform, octave, filter size *Tweak: level, knob center
2edc1e01e8



TubeOhm PURE-Pten For PC

----- For further information about the plugin or to download it, see: ----- Plugin Features: - Massive
soundbank - 61 sections - 61 banks - Large number of adjustable parameters. - Two modulation
matrixes. - 2 LFO's with 2 side-chain FX's - Pitch shift - Mono or stereo output. - Categorized
parameter banks - Very easy to use Please note that this is a Protools PlugIn. It should be compatible
with all the other Pure Plugins. Download Instructions: - Use the following link: T.Sonny plugin is a
new Wavetable synth for Traktor Kontrol Z2 or Z3 with trackmajors. It comes with a 16 waveform
oscillators with a wide array of presets and sound effects. T.Sonny synth can be a great addition to
your workflow. Features: - 16 Waveforms oscillator with 12 waveforms, that add variety and give
your tracks more dimension - 4 LFOs with 1 Modulation Matrix with up to 4 parameters - 2 FXs
sidechaining - 15 presets - Control the arpeggiator with a 16 different sequencer modes - Use the
"Division" knob to activate the division mode in the arpeggiator, and adjust the speed of the
arpeggiator - 4 Outputs can be configured to Mono, Stereo, Linked or Panned - MIDI Learn for fast
and easy integration with the Traktor DJ Controller System requirements: - Traktor DJ Controller
with 2 ports - Mac OSX 10.5+ or Windows XP Download Instructions:
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What's New In TubeOhm PURE-Pten?

"Ohm" stands for "output harmonics". "Pure-Pten" stands for "pure tone patten". It is a synthesizer-
based plugin. You only need a synth to use this plugin. Key Features: - a very rich sound bank
containing over 100 different factory presets - 37 Oscillators (Pulse, Saw, Square, Sine, noise, ring
modulator) - 12 Envelopes (LFO, ADSR) - Large number of parameters for fine tuning the output -
modulation matrixes for adding effects - power saving mode to keep the power consumption low
(active by default) Sculpting Oscillators: - you can fine-tune the output of the oscillators by adjusting
a very large number of parameters - the oscillators are modulated by various parameters (LFO,
ADSR, envelopes) - you can also use these modulation parameters to add special effects.
Measurements: - 17 values, available in a text view for detailed analysis Programming: - several
programming languages are supported - menus can be used to select the programming language *
Bus: - 4 buses can be used at the same time (for maximum flexibility). - if you assign 1 or 2 buses to
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an LFO, you can select any frequency (as long as the frequency resolution is sufficient). - if you
assign 3 or 4 buses to an LFO, you can select any frequency (as long as the frequency resolution is
sufficient). - the number of channels (bus) assigned to the filter and envelopes depends on the
configuration of the filter/envelope 5 or more buses assigned to the filter and envelopes is only
supported for 32-bit mode - the number of channels (bus) assigned to the filter and envelopes is
fixed - the number of channels (bus) assigned to the filter and envelopes depends on the
configuration of the filter/envelope * Presets: - multiple presets are available (factory presets, user
presets,...) - some presets have an "auto"-scaling factor (for example, the filter and oscillator presets)
* Oscillators: - different oscillators are available - you can assign the oscillators to one or multiple
buses - you can assign the oscillators to the modulation matrixes You can combine these features to
your liking - the oscillators are modulated by various parameters (LFO, ADSR, envelopes) - you can
also use these modulation parameters to add special effects * LFO: - you can use an LFO to modulate
the shape of the oscillators or to modulate the sound of the filter and envelopes - it is possible to
assign several LFOs to an oscillator - the number



System Requirements:

A mouse and keyboard are recommended for use while playing. On Windows and Mac OS systems a
Dual-Core CPU with at least 4 GB of RAM is recommended. On Windows systems a GeForce 650
GTX or better graphics card is recommended. On Mac OS systems a GeForce 8800 GTX or better
graphics card is recommended. - DirectX: DirectX 9.0c - High Definition Audio: Realtek High
Definition Audio or better - OS: Windows 7 SP1, Vista SP2, XP SP3 or later - Drivers: Win
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